[ References : APA Style ]


NOTE: References list must be double-spaced.

PRINTED SOURCES

BOOK WITH AN AUTHOR(S)

BOOK WITH AN EDITOR

BOOK WITH A GROUP AUTHOR

ANONYMOUS BOOK, TRANSLATED

BOOK CHAPTER or ESSAY IN BOOK

BOOK: ANTHOLOGY WITH AUTHOR, TRANSLATOR & EDITOR

ENCYCLOPEDIA ENTRY [If an entry has no author, the title of the entry appears first.]

PERIODICAL: UNSIGNED NEWSPAPER ARTICLE

PERIODICAL: SIGNED MAGAZINE ARTICLE [Omit volume number.]

PERIODICAL: A REVIEW

PERIODICAL: SIGNED JOURNAL ARTICLE, MULTIPLE AUTHORS

GOVERNMENT DOCUMENT: SIGNED

GOVERNMENT DOCUMENT: CORPORATE AUTHOR
REFERENCES _FORMAT_: ELECTRONIC SOURCES

**ONLINE ENCYCLOPEDIA**

**ONLINE NEWSPAPER ARTICLE**

**ONLINE BOOK**  ■ [No retrieved date required for documents always available.]

■ **ONLINE PERIODICAL DATABASES**: Articles from aggregated databases from EBSCO, ProQuest, and CEDROM-SNI are cited as if for a printed source, then retrieval information provided.
° If a Digital Object Identifier (DOI) is provided, no mention of the database is necessary or retrieval date.
° Otherwise, state name of the database where the article can be located and identifying number, if any. ■

**SCHOLARLY ARTICLE WITH A DOI (Digital object identifier or permanent link) ■**

**SCHOLARLY ARTICLE without DOI**: [Omit retrieval date and URL] ■

**MAGAZINE ARTICLE**: [No volume or issue given] ■

**ONLINE GOVERNMENT PERIODICAL ARTICLE: UNSIGNED**

**ONLINE GOVERNMENT DOCUMENT: SIGNED**

**ONLINE GOVERNMENT DOCUMENT: CORPORATE AUTHOR, TABLE**

**WEBSITE (ENTIRE)**


**WEBSITE (SIGNED DOCUMENT)** [For unsigned, alphabetize by first real word of document title.]

**ONLINE VIDEO WEBLOG POST ■**

**MOTION PICTURE, RECORDING, OR OTHER AUDIOVISUAL SOURCE ■**